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 The strategic plan is focused on the development of Samdech Chuon Nath Buddhist 
High School in Kampong Cham Province to get high quality of education and high standard 
which can be recognised and study programmes agree with other state high school throughout 
the country. Furthermore, it is also to be structured the educational programmes to be better. 
 
 1- Perspectives 
 Samdech Chuon Nath Buddhist High School, Kampong Cham Province, is a 
Buddhist High School which is being advanced in training Buddhist Student-monks, and 
students in provincial town with quality, morality and outstanding. 
 
 2- Mission 
 In each Academic year, it is strengthened the ability of general knowledge both 
Buddhist and secular Sector in accordance with the Social Development. 
 a- It accepts 50 Buddhist Student-monks and students for each academic year in 
average. 
 b- To be convenient for students, it will cement the Buddhist Education to whom have 
enough ability to study in a University. 
 
 3- Objectives: 
 - To extent the education and impart knowledge to Buddhist Students-monks and 
students through professors. 
 - To improve knowledge for Buddhist Student-monks and students to reach high 
qualification. 

- To make monthly and semester’s test to be effective along with study-programme 
and school regulations. 
 To achieve the above principles, Samdech Chuon Nath Buddhist High School in 
Kampong Cham Province has been doing its best to find good technique or method leading 
this Buddhist High School to be the fundamental institution of human resource Development 
with impartiality, morality, and quality being focused on some important priorities for 
effective development by strengthening capacity of teachers and school management 
committees. Programme-improvement in teaching technique of teachers and students’ 
education will find the ways to provide the good strategic services to Buddhist students-
monks, and students in order to be faithful to Buddhist Students-monks and thinking that 
Buddhist High School is really important fundamental for building human resource with 
morality, effectiveness and quality. To achieve the above goals, Samdech Chuon Nath 
Buddhist High School in Kampong Cham Province will perform the projects as follows: 
 



4-  Activities  performed 
 - Samdech Chuon Nath Buddhist High School will properly be arranged with the 
study-materials for each academic year and kept according to pedagogical rules. 
 - To encourage and give a chance for professors to strengthen the ability to accomplish 
the school’s requirements. 
 - To find (improve) more various documents for library so that students can do 
research. 
 - To Connect Internet Network for teachers and students making researches. 
 - To arrange the function, duties and managing structure of Buddhist High School 
according to duty and perform work to be effective and responsibility. 
 - To arrange the co-operation between library of Samdech Chuon Nath Buddhist High 
School to Kampong Cham Province and Bun Rany Hun Sen Brahmavihara Buddhist Library 
Center, Wat Sovannakiri, Phnom Bros Mountain, and other libraries to make available and 
easy for Buddhist students-monks, and lay students in doing researches. 
 - To check study-programme performance to guarantee the qualification of Buddhist 
students-monks and lay students and also to response to the development of department of 
education of the country. 
 - To make better relationship with other departments 
 - To call upon in-bond and out-bond generous people who want to donate the four 
requisites to support the progressive of Samdech Chuon Nath Buddhist High School locate in 
Kampong Cham Province. 
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